
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of macroeconomic factors on the beauty and personal care
market

•• Beauty and personal care items purchased
•• How and where consumers shop for beauty and personal care items
•• Purchase drivers and considerations
•• Attitudes toward shopping for beauty and personal care

Despite people returning to more out of home activities, purchases for most
beauty and personal care items are still below prepandemic levels. This partly
is an indication that consumers are seeking ways to enhance their natural
beauty with simpler and faster routines. Additionally, remote or hybrid working
situations, as well as rising inflation, are also causing consumers to scale back
on beauty and personal care spending.

Nevertheless, BPC retail sales have continued to increase, highlighting the
impact of inflation and the fact that consumers are paying more, instead of
buying more. Economic concerns are also leading consumers to make more
informed purchasing decisions and look beyond price when shopping for
beauty and personal care. Recognizable ingredients and brands are gaining
traction, posing potential threats to some companies.

Given that the beauty market is constantly evolving, brands and retailers have
plenty of opportunities to appeal to and better serve consumers. In the short
term, providing proof of the various forms of value (eg convenience,
affordability, quality, premiumness) that a brand and service/product can
provide will be essential. Looking ahead, brands and retailers will need to
increase the focus on and be more proactive about their CSR efforts as topics
like sustainability and DEI become increasingly important.
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“Lifestyles, budgets and
beauty routines are evolving.
An increased focus on the
various forms of value is
leading consumers to make
more informed purchasing
decisions and look at aspects
beyond price.”
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• Economic challenges elevate the importance of

demonstrating value
• Lean on technology to enhance the shopping experience
• Support beauty routines for all consumers across varying

backgrounds and lifestages
Figure 3: Arey addresses the needs of an aging population,
2022

• Key consumer insights

• Retail sales increase, largely impacted by rising prices
Figure 4: Total US retail sales and forecast of beauty and
personal care products, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 5: Total US retail sales and forecast of beauty and
personal care products, at current prices, 2017-27

• Skincare and bodycare – Market share leaders
• Cosmetics – Fast growing
• Shaving and hair removal – Sluggish performance

• The negative economic outlook is inevitably impacting
consumer spending
Figure 6: GDP change from previous period, Q1 2007-Q3
2022
Figure 7: Consumer Sentiment Index, 2007-22
Figure 8: Consumer Price Index change from previous year,
2007-22
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• There is a rising demand for inclusivity in beauty
Figure 9: Population by race and Hispanic origin, 2017-27

• Take a collective approach to a more sustainable future

• Walmart offers shoppers prestige beauty; opportunity to
appeal to consumers with products across pricing tiers
Figure 10: Walmart partners with Space NK to make prestige
beauty more accessible, 2022

• CVS aims to make skincare more convenient and
personalized; opportunity to leverage physical locations to
offer expertise and curation

• Dior launches luxury beauty retreat; opportunity to extend
brand offerings beyond BPC
Figure 12: Dior taps into wellness with a luxury beauty retreat,
2022

• Leverage technology to enhance the shopping experience
Figure 13: Cult Beauty leverages blockchain technology to
validate product claims and offer detailed ingredient
sourcing, 2022

• Consumers are making fewer beauty and personal care
purchases
Figure 14: Items purchased, 2019-22
Figure 15: Ulta takes a holistic approach to beauty, 2022

• Beauty and personal care items are important staples in
consumers’ lives
Figure 16: Items purchased, by age, 2022
Figure 17: Womaness highlights skincare products for women
experiencing menopause, 2022

• Asian consumers are devoted to their physical appearance
and buy the most types of beauty and personal care
products
Figure 18: Items purchased, by race and Hispanic origin, 2022
Figure 19: NYX Cosmetics leverages the Mexican culture to
appeal to Hispanic consumers, 2022

• Replacements drive most purchases; males becoming more
educated about beauty
Figure 20: Purchase drivers, by gender, 2022

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

THE BEAUTY AND PERSONAL CARE CONSUMER – FAST FACTS
ITEMS PURCHASED

PURCHASE DRIVERS
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Figure 21: Hero Cosmetics leverages social media to learn
about consumers’ beauty routines, 2022

• Younger consumers are trying to find what works best for
them
Figure 22: Purchase drivers, by age, 2022
Figure 23: Florence by Mills inspires consumers to try new
looks with makeup tutorials, 2022

• Multicultural consumers purchase products for varying
reasons
Figure 24: Purchase drivers, by race and Hispanic origin,
2022
Figure 25: Eadem offers a limited-edition bundle, 2022

• Consumers look to make more informed purchasing
decisions
Figure 26: Purchase considerations, by gender, 2022
Figure 27: Milk makeup highlights a top rated product on
social media

• Lifestyles impact how consumers shop
Figure 28: Purchase considerations, by age, 2022

• Price is relevant across consumer groups; for Hispanics, it’s
at the forefront
Figure 29: Purchase considerations, by race and Hispanic
origin, 2022
Figure 30: Saltair portrays beauty as inclusive and attainable,
2022

• Beauty shoppers prioritize one-stop destinations and value-
driven offerings
Figure 31: Retailers shopped, by channel, 2022

• Retailer preference varies across age groups
Figure 32: Retailers shopped, by age, 2022
Figure 33: Trader Joe’s launches beauty sets, 2022

• Multicultural consumers gravitate to retailers that cover
their specific needs
Figure 34: JCPenney partnership with Thirteen Lune, 2021
Figure 35: Retailers shopped, by race and Hispanic origin,
2022
Figure 36: CVS Beauty goes live on social media to highlight
its commitment to DEI, 2022

PURCHASE CONSIDERATIONS

RETAILERS SHOPPED
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• Beyond price, consumers want to have options when they
shop
Figure 37: Retailer drivers, by gender, 2022
Figure 38: Ulta unveils a new store format, 2022

• Through education and inspiration prospects can become
customers
Figure 39: Retailer drivers, by age, 2022

• Multicultural consumers are persuaded by varying factors to
decide where to shop
Figure 40: Retailer drivers, by race and Hispanic origin, 2022

• Minimizing spending is top of mind for consumers
Figure 41: Attitudes toward shopping for beauty and personal
care, by gender, 2022
Figure 42: Supergoop leverages social media to share
knowledge about mineral SPF, 2022

• Younger consumers are advocates for the greater good
Figure 43: Attitudes toward shopping for beauty and personal
care, by age, 2022
Figure 44: Stella McCartney launched a clean and minimalist
skincare line, 2022

• Sampling has benefits for brands and consumers alike
Figure 45: Areas of interest, by gender, 2022
Figure 46: Harry’s offers consumers a trial set to sample its
products, 2022

• Younger consumers want offerings that allow them to
explore products without commitments
Figure 47: Areas of interest, by age, 2022
Figure 48: 100mL offers travel-size beauty products, 2022

• Accelerate inclusivity efforts to better connect with
multicultural consumers
Figure 49: Areas of interest, by race and Hispanic origin,
2022
Figure 50: Saks partnered with TerraCycle to offer a beauty
recycle program, 2022

• Data sources
• Sales data

RETAILER DRIVERS

ATTITUDES TOWARD SHOPPING FOR BEAUTY AND PERSONAL
CARE

AREAS OF INTEREST

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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• Forecast
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

Figure 51: Total US retail sales and forecast of beauty and
personal care products, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2017-27
Figure 52: Average annual household spending on beauty
products, 2017-22
Figure 53: Total US retail sales and forecast of beauty
products, by segment, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 54: Total US retail sales and forecast of skincare and
bodycare products, at current prices, 2017-27
Figure 55: Total US retail sales and forecast of cosmetics, at
current prices, 2017-27
Figure 56: Total US retail sales and forecast of haircare, at
current prices, 2017-27
Figure 57: Total US retail sales and forecast of shaving and
hair removal products, at current prices, 2017-27

Figure 58: Median household income, by race and Hispanic
origin of householder, 2020

APPENDIX – THE MARKET

APPENDIX – THE CONSUMER
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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